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Violence hospitalizes two

across from Sheehan hall as she was of the Winona Police department, the morial hospital the same night.
around his neck, and transported the condition or charges filed against the
getting in to her car.
victim was getting into her car when
Early Saturday morning, a male victim from the scene.
assailants was not available at press
No suspects are in custody at this the attacker, described only as a black Winona State student was attacked
Also according to eyewitnesses, the time.
Over the past four days, two re- time and the police are still investigat- male with a heavy build, pulled her and beaten by four other males out- four alleged assailants were from out To help prevent further assaults, camported incidences of violent assaults ing.
away from the car to a grassy area just side a house party at 316 Bellview.
of town, and believed to be members pus security has added guards to all night
have been committed against Winona
The assault occurred at approxi- south of the parking lot and then sexuAccording
to
eyewitnesses,
after
poof a Minneapolis gang who were seek- shifts, the Code Blue emergency phone
State University students.
mately 7:30 p.m. in the parking lot ally assaulted her.
lice diffused the situation and dis- ing revenge for an altercation the pre- near the physical plant is now operaOn Sunday evening, a female between Huff street and the house lo- The victim sustained physical inju- persed the crowd, medical teams arvious night involving the victim and a tional, and notices are being put in the
Winona State student was sexually cated in the parking lot on Mark street. ries during the assault and was treated rived and placed the victim on an im- friend of the assailants. residence halls reminding students to be
assaulted in one of the parking lots According to Sergeant Don Walski and released from Community Me- mobilizing backboard, placed a brace
Further information on the victim's alert and to use the WSU escort service.

By DAVE ADAMS
Managing Editor

Pomeroy disputes crime stats

Percentage of crimes cleared by arrest

By CHRIS DRAGO
News Reporter

W

inona Police Chief Frank
Pomeroy is disputing an implication
by a recent story published in the Rochester Post-Bulletin which stated that
Winona has the worst crime rate in this
area.
"They failed to take into account
certain factors that help explain their
statistics," said Pomeroy.
These statistics were taken from
the 1994 crime report by the Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension.
The story stated that Winona county
with a population of 48,230 reported a

total of 7,329 crimes, while Rochester, with the way they were presented.
a city of 76,865 reported 6,449 total For instance, Winona county had a
crimes.
low percentage of serious crimes
The story also stated that Winona when compared to similar counties
reported 152 crimes for every 1,000 statewide. "We are very low in seriresidents. While Rochester reported ous crimes, we have a very safe community here," said Pomeroy.
only 84 crimes per 1,000 residents.
Winona's "high crime rate" is
In this report crimes are broken
into two categories; 'Part I"- serious mainly due to the amount of noncrimes and "Part II"- non-serious serious crimes reported, which tocrimes. Among nine other counties in taled 5,520. Most Of these reports
the southeastern Minnesota area, were officer initiated which resulted
Winona ranked highest in crime per in immediate arrests.
capita.
"The fact that nearly all of our
Although Pomeroy does not dis- crime is officer initiated shows that
pute the actual statistics, he disagrees we have a somewhat aggressive po-

lice force," said Pomeroy. "We also
report everything, including very minor vandalism that many other towns
do not report, that would make our
figures appear to be relatively high."
Pomeroy also attributes the high
number of "Part II" crimes to the lack
of serious crimes which only totaled
1,809 reports last year and to Winona's
young, aggressive police force. "We
have many younger officers who are
fairly aggressive and determined to
go out there and make arrests," said
Pomeroy.

See Crime page 3

Students
irate over
change in
insurance

Ultimate split

By MUHAMNIAD BABUR

national students."The increase in
policy is only $45, but the point is that
we have to pay a lump sum of $599.
Most international students have a
Winona State University stu- hard time paying their tuition, and
dents have signed a petition protest- now with this new policy, it is an uning a change in their health insurance necessary and undue burden on interpolicies, which renational stuquires them to pay
dents. We are
their bill up front.
not against
The students
the insurmet in the west cafance. All we
eteria of Kryzsko
" We... think that this new want is that
Commons for an
we should be
emergency meeting
policy is unfair and inappro- given the
on September 30, to
opportubity
priate. . . The only best soludiscuss the recent
to pay this
change in policy.
tion to this problem is three
amount in
Students are curthree installeasy installments."
rently gathering
ments."
Hatem
El
-Homnosani,
signatures for the
Terry
petition.
International Club
Markos, DiIn light of recent
rector of Inprotests, Winona
ternational
State's administraStudent Aftion is considering
fairs, said in
changing
the
a writen
policy, allowing payments to be made statement, "Minnesota State has conin two installments for international sidered moving to a required health
students who are experiencing finan- insurance policy for international stucial difficulties.
dents for several years. With the inInternational students were creasing number of international stushocked by their new health insurance dents on campus and within the State
bill, which required them to pay the University System, a decision was
entire cost of $599 at once, rather made at the board level to require a
than in quarterly installments for policy which would be negotiated on
the year long policy, which was pos- behalf of all international students in
sible last year.
the system. Although this has gener"The students are angry and up- ated some controversy among interset. We international students think national students, it seems to be in the
that this new policy is unfair and best interest of the majority of stuinappropriate. It is imposed on us. dents."
The only best solution to this probChuck Bently, Council Center dilem is three easy installments. For rector, said, "This decision has been
many international students it is hard taken because we want to provide evto pay in full the amount in advance," ery international student a health sesaid Hatem-El-Homnosani. presi- curity throughout the year. We think
dent of the International Club.
that it is necesary for every internaAccording to the international tional student to have health insurclub, students payed $544 for their ance through out the year without any
health policies last year. This year's gap. But we respect the concerns and
amount has risen to $599.
interests of our students, so we would
Shubhabrata Dutta, an interna- consider the option of two installments
tional student from India believes for those students who are going
this policy change is unfair to inter- through financial hardships."
Special to the Winonan

Joshua Smith/Photo Editor

Kling-oz's Tom Starcevic, center, launches a frisbee between two LaCrosse Ultimate Frisbee players in a scrimmage Thursday.

Jarrow educates WSU about the ADA
By LAURA BURNS
News Reporter

L

ast week Dr. Jane Jarrow,
executive director of AHEAD,
hosted workshops and forums for
Winona State University students
and faculty.
Dr. Jane Jarrow has been the
executive director of AHEAD, The
Association on Higher Education
and Disability since 1982. AHEAD
is nationally known for supporting
and enforcing the Americans with
Disabilities Act in communities and
on campuses.
The United States passed the
Americans with Disabilities Act in
1990. The ADA provides protection for Americans with disabilities so they will not be discrimi-

nated against in their workplace or in
society.
"People with disabilities are not one
cohesive group except for when it
comes to their common dream of having equal rights," said Jarrow. Jarrow
also added, 'People with disabilities
should be recognized as full fledged
members of today's society with a disability."
There are currently 53 million
people in the world with disabilities.
According to the ADA, anyone with a
physical or mental impairment that
limits one or more major life activity is
disabled. Some examples of these are
blindness, deafness and various learning disorders.
On the Winona State Campus there
are many accommodations for students with disabilities. Most of the
faculties on campus are wheelchair

accessible. Examples of such faculties
are the wheelchair accessible ramp
into Somsen, and the power doors
that open by a button.
There are also many places where
students with disabilities can go for
help if they feel they are having a
problem. The Student Support Services Program is located in Howell
Hall room 133. They provide such
services such as tutoring, a visual enlarger/ and test recordings for theblind
and visually impaired. The 504 coordinator in Phelps Hall, room 129, helps
students upon admission in determining services the student would need,
and how to obtain them.
Jarrow ended her lyceum by saying, "Student's with disabilities are
student's first, and student's with disabilities second."

Senate sponsors annual Red Cross blood drive
By BECCA EBNET
News Reporter

I

n respons to the decline in
blood donations to the Red Cross,
the Winona State Universtiy Student Senate sponsored a blood
drive.
The annual fall blood drive was
held on October 16 from 11-5 p.m.,
17 from 12-6 p.m. and 18 from 11-5
p.m. in the East Cafeteria of Kryzsko

Commons.
According to Tanya Alsip, PR
Chairperson of Senate, the amount of
interest and participation from students has remained steady, if not risen,
in past years. A new goal of 170 units
of blood per day was set, exceeding
last year's goal of 160 units.
The senate thought of incentives to
encourage students to participate in
the blood drive. In the Red Cross sponsored Bloodmobile Challenge, St.
Cloud State University and WSU com-

peted • for the traveling trophy. The
trophy will be awarded to the school
who collects the most blood during the
three days. The Senate has also added
comedy movies for donors to view
before and after they give blood to
help pass time and prevent nervousness or boredom.
For students to be eligible to donate, they must meet specific qualifications of age, weight, and health. Potential donors were turned away if
they were under 17, did not weigh

from a sore throat, cold or flu. Students who have received a tattoo
within one year, contracted AIDS, or
have been diagnosed with Cancer,
Hepatitis, Yellow Jaundice or other
serious illness were also not eligable.
At the time of donation, students
received a number which determined the order in which they gave
blood, and a health questionnaire to
complete.
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What's Going On?
Pi Lambda Phi Career Fair

Club Fair

This past summer representatives
The Career Planning and Placement
from Winona State University's Chap- Office is sponsoring Career Fair '95,
ter of Pi Lambda Phi Fraternity at- Tuesday, October 24, from 10:00am to
tended its annual convention in Wash- 3:00pm in McCown Gymnasium. Stop
ington D.C. At the convention the by and talk with potential employers.
WSU Chapter received 14 chapter and Several employers will remain on camindividual awards. The awards re- pus Wednesday, October 25, to conceived were for: outstanding new duct interviews for employment and
member recruitment, outstanding internships. Contact the Career Planalumni development, outstanding risk ning and Placement Office for more
management, outstanding community information.
service, outstanding chapter opera- \
tions, most attendees at convention,
the Inter Chapter Travel Award, and
the George Alfred Beck Outstanding
Chapter Award, signifying the chapBruce Murray, an Irish-Indian stoter at Winona State as being the number one chapter in the United States ryteller, comedian, and actor, will perand Canada. Individual Service form tonight from 7:00pm to 9:00pm in
awards were given to Mike Nerheim, the Recital Hall of the Performing Arts
Dan Mclaughlin, Chris Anderson, Center. Murray uses his unique style
Randy Knudson, Andy Martin, and of comedy and Native American stories and legends, to teach about culSlim Samman.
Pi Lambda Phi Fraternity was tural diversity in a humorous way.
founded on March 21, 1895 at Yale The stories are lively, and sometimes
University as North America's first includeaudience participation and disnon-sectarian and non-discriminatory cussion. This presentation is sponfraternity. Pi Lambda Phi has chapters sored by the Native American Heriat colleges and universities across the tage and Awareness Club and CulUnited States and Canada. The WSU tural Diversity, and is free and open to
chapter is five years old and Winona the public.
State's only social fraternity.
Congratulations to all the Pi
Lambda Phi Fraternity members. They
should be very proud, and no doubt
will keep up the good work.
Cheer on the football team this Saturday, as they host UM-Duluth at
1:30pm. On Tuesday, October 24, the
Women's Soccer Team plays host to
Don't forget that Saturday, october Viterbo College at 3:00pm. That same
21, is Sweetest Day, so be sure to treat day the Women's Volleyball team hosts
UW-River Falls at 7:00pm.
your mate well.

The ASO Club fair for fall quarter
The cast of WSU's production of
will be held Tuesday October 24, from
10:00am to 2:00pm, in the Lower Hy- Cinderella was recently selected. Performances are Friday and Saturday,
phen of Kryzsko Commons.
October 27 and 28, at 8:00pm on the
Main Stage of WSU's Performing Arts
Center.

Storytelling

Cinderella

Calling All

Sweetest?

Is Sociology
In Your Future?
Sociology faculty will be
hosting an informational
meeting for all current and
prospective B.A.
Sociology majors on
Monday, October 23, 1995
from 2:15 to 3:15 p.m. in
Purple Room 104 of the
Student Union. Recent
changes in the Sociology
program will be outlined,
Sociology Club Activities
wil be discussed, and an
opprotunity for winter
quarter pre-registration
advising will be provided.
Students wishing to meet
with an advisor at this
time should pick up their
advising materials at the
Registrar's Office prior to
this meeting. New and
prospective majors are
especially urged to atttend
and explore the
opprotunities that a major
in Sociology can offer for
your future. Hope to see
you on Monday, October
23!

Managing Editor
Dave Adams

Give Blood

Its not too late to give blood . Today
is the last day to give, any time from
11:00am to 5:00pm in the East Cafeteria.
The WSU Choral Union is now
■1111■IMII
forming in preperation for its Armed
Forces Salute for Veteran's Day. The
Choral Union is made up of WSU faculty, staff, students, alumni, and members of the Winona community, under
If you know something going on,
the direction of WSU Music Depart- that you think belongs in this column,
ment Chair, Dr. Harry A. Mechell. Re- drop your information of at the
hearsals will begin Thursday, October Winonan in the Lower Hyphen of
26. Singers are also needed for the Kryzsko Commons. Please write
Chirstmas Program on December 10, 'News Briefs' across the top. Include
entitled "The Many Moods of what the event is, where it will be.
Chirstmas." Rehearsals for that pro- when it will take place, and the cost it
gram begin November 13. For more any. Also include a name and phone
information contact Dr. Mechell at 457- number for who to contact for further
5251.
information.

Singers

Do you have
news?

R 26 S
heap stoeille
a► iN GALL

Be A Fan

Registration
Don't forget to pick up you registration materials at the registrar's office, beginning tomorrow from 8:00am
to 3:30pm.

1-800-488-88870
firtl

A Public Service
ice of
Publication

The Winonan, Winona State University's first student newspaper established
in 1922, is managed, funded, and operated by, and for the students of Winona
State University. The Winonan generates 65 percent of its budget through
advertising sales. The remaining 35 percent is provided through student activity
fees.
Subscriptions for persons outside of the university are available from the
business manager. Address all correspondence: The Winonan, Winona State
University, Kryszko Commons, Winona 55987, ph. (507) 457-5520.
The Winona,* is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the
Minnesota Better Newspaper Association in the area of student journalism for
both individual achievement and as a whole. The Winonan is copyrighted and
may not be reproduced without permission.
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'FIRST TAN FREE
To All New Customers

%AA
Winona's Only Professional Tanning Center

!comes u!
tb‘14
VIA SS
la

STUDENT SPECIALS THRU DECEMBER INCLUDE.

2 FREE TANS with 10 pkg. $40.47
ONE TAN FREE

when you buy one at regular price

Do You:
A. Need To
Hitch A
RideHome?
B. Want To Rent
Out Your Car &
Give A Ride
Home?
C. Just Want To
Pack Up & Go
To Iowa?

Back by Popular Demand...

6 MONTH MEMBERSHIP
$25.00 fee + $2.50 per tan

D..00 Tans Sundays/Mon-Sat 9:00-1:00

,N4
402i 0611

If You Picked Any Of
The Above,
(Or Came Up With YourOwn)

Check Out The RideShare Section In The
Classifieds On Page
12.
Student Rate: 250 Per
Line, When Pre-paid &
With Student I.D.

0 rE4 7.) AYsAs(itK

Ultra B d Tan Committed to Health Tannin and You!
CHECK OUT OUR NEW EAR-KINS AND RINGS
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continued from page 1
Another factor Pomeroy feels
the Post-Bulletin's article failed to address was the percentage of crimes
cleared by arrest, which shows the
amount of crimes solved. According
to the BCA report, Winona had 60
percent of its crimes solved by arrest,
which was higher than all but two
counties in the area. Rochester had 41
percent cleared by arrest. "One of the
main things a law enforcement agency
looks at is the percentage of crimes
cleared by arrest," said Pomeroy. 'This
helps determine how efficient a police
force is at solving crimes and we've
had a very good record for the last
eight or nine years."
Don Wals1d, head of WSU
security and member of the Winona
police force stated that the number of
"Part II" crimes is proportional to the
aggressiveness of a police force. "The
more aggressive the police force you
have, the more 'Part II's' you'll see,"
said Walski. "But as far as personal
safety, Winona is one of the safest
around."

113"

#10 off nil moo
' 5 Off anti pkvagg
0,g33?
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coffeehouse

Mental illness
has warning signs, too.
For a free booklet
about mental illness, call :
1-800-969-NMHA.
Learn to see the warning signs.
National Mental Health Association

arn

All-U-Care to
Drink Domestic
Taps

txpireo 11-17-95

L

NATURAL
HABITAT

tvc

WINONAS BIRTHDAY BAR

451 Huff Street, Winona, MN 55987

Age

YOU___

d little different?
kinda picky?
a bit of an individual?

so are we
WELCOME

ATTENTION STUDENTS

Import Taps
i*Rail Mixers

$$$EARN CHRISTMAS CASH $$$
New Part-time Hours

U.S. Department of Transportation

p,x7;

'"/

416

$6.00 -$6.10/hr

For 1
Domestic Taps
Chea Rail Mixers'

- • -'",su0e,
;
*Long Islands'
-4- roles
Jager Shots
t.A

Work One Month or Longer
No kverience Necessou

I st Shift Part-Time: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

2nd Shift Part-"Time: Monday-Friday 4:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m

Or
Work 2 - 3 days a week: every Monday and Friday
( possibly some Saturhys)
Ist Shift 7:00 a.m. -3:30 p.m.
2nd Shift 4:00 p.m. -12:30 p.m.

CAR POOL WITH A FRIEND!
DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T
JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.
Alonzo Drake, killed 3/17/91 at
10:53pm on Robbins Rd., Harvest, AL.
Next time your friend insists on
driving drunk, do whatever it takes to
stop him. Because if he kills innocent
people, how will you live with yourself?

5ROZ.7±7,..5

8R.a7-E-R.s

Bfe.a7E-P,S

-1-0 Apply Call: (507) 457-3311 or 800-503-8983

PRINCIPLES of' SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

Applications Taken: Mon. -Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Evenings and Saturdays
by Appointment

EXPRESS PERSONNEL SERVICES
1201 Gilmore Ave.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

Winona Mall Annex
Winona, Mn 55987

Totally Free
Checking For
Totally Broke
Students.

IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

C

At TCF Bank, we give you the kind of break you need.
Our Totally Free Checking accounts have no monthly service charges and
no minimum balance requirements.
You also get the convenience of a TCF Express Teller card, usable at more
than 500 cash machines in Minnesota, including most major college
campuses, area shopping centers, and Target stores.
Altogether, banking with us gives you a set of breaks that can really cut the
high cost of being totally broke.
TCF Bank
Lafayette and 5th St.

BRCE:`_-_7?-5

r

-r

TCF Express Teller
located at
Kryzko Commons
Student Union

452-5202

TCF BANK

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA CREF
to help you build the future you deserve —
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over 1.7 million people in education and
research put TIAA CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA CREF working on
your side.
-

-

-

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:m

MINNESOTA fsb

First 200 TCF Checks FREE
Deposits insured to $100,000 by FDIC.

an't afford to save for retirement?
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 3o years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: Set aside just $loo each
month beginning at age 3o and you can
accumulate over $172,1o9* by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $219 each month
to reach the same goal.

'Assuming an interest rate of 7% credited to TIM Retirement Annuities. This rate is

wed early to show the power and effect 11 raMpl,linding. L1 , 11,111. bigh, rat, would
produce very different redults. CREF certificato are distributed by Tletel-CREF Individual and Institutional Services.
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Pulling funding for Lyceum series a mistake
Winona State University's Lyceum Series this year,
"Maximizing Our Future," is one of the greatest ways on
campus to enrich and educate students on important
topics, yet the Winona State Foundation is withdrawing a
substantial amount of funds from the series to go towards
scholarships. The foundation feels that this will benefit
students more.
There are many topics that students never get the
opportunity to learn about in classes, many of which are
presented in the Lyceum Series. So why is the foundation
withdrawing money from a program that heightens students' education? Why not at least keep a small amount of
funds set aside for this program to cover another important side of education?
The dance company of Darla Johnson and Andrew
Long presented "Nine Chains to the Moon" late last month.
The performance combined music and dance to challenge

students' views of society and encourage students to
envision any other messages they thought were being
presented about society. The group also sponsored dance,
acting and environmental design workshops for interested students and Winona residents.
Dr. Jane Jarrow was here last week to talk about students with disabilities and raise awareness among faculty
and students. Current issues dealing with disabilities affect most students and faculty at WSU in one way or
another. Why shouldn't we be able to learn how to deal
with these problems in society?
Joe Clark, subject of the movie "Lean on Me," has
worked to improve the conditions and education of innercity schools. Clark will be giving his presentation, "Fight
One More Round," on Nov. 9 to WSU students and faculty.
The presentation will be very helpful to teachers and
students both, focusing on the youth of the future.
Greater knowledge of cultural diversity and the evolu-

tion of Gospel music will both result from seeing the Sam
Davis Gospel Ensemble in January. Winona State could use
this workshop to learn about a diverse culture and be
enlightened by a different form of music that most people
aren't exposed to.
The topic of "Women in Poverty" will be presented by
welfare rights activist and journalist 'Theresa Funiciello this
upcoming March. This presentation will begin activities for
Women's History Month, which will include three movies
on women's social revolution.
Finally, the Lyceum Series will celebrate the Second
Annual Native American Pow Wow, allowing students to
experience the culture first-hand through traditional dance,
music and art. These things can not be fully understood by
photographs in textbooks.
What reason does the foundation give for preventing
students from learning about these topics? More scholarships? The university will soon have to pay a .85 percent tax
on all student loans it gives out and will end up cutting back
down on scholarships to compensate for this anyway.
It is all a matter of which kind of education the university
finds more important. We, as a staff, feel that students
should benefit from both book knowledge and real life
experience. Yes, classes lightly touch on the topics in the
Lyceum Series, but students have been proven to learn
more through visual aides, experience and interaction.
The information learned from the series makes students
into more informed and well rounded students. They can
use that information in life in their jobs and relationships
with others.
All of it is vital to the college experience and for no reason
should be cut. So support the Lyceum Series while you can
and suck up the knowledge because if its funding continues
to deteriorate, the program may no longer run.

Kevin Bechard
SPORTS EDITOR
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Winona's skyrocketing crime rate
Police say it's our fault, we say perceptions are biased
So Winona has the highest crime rate in the area.
Whose fault is that?
Chief Pomeroy said its our fault. The students.
In an article in the Rochester Post-Bulletin he
blames us for the high amount of less serious crimes
in the city.
Pomeroy went on to say, "There's a lot of drinking that goes on in this city."
Sure a lot of college students drink and may act a
little goofy and cut through some yards on the way
home from the bars and from parties, but college
students are surely not the only people that drink in
this city.
How many of us have seen "locals" in the many
drinking establishments of the city? Depending on
the bar there might be more "locals" than students.
So is it just our fault?
Pomeroy also said in another interview, with a
student, that the police is to blame for the high
number of arrests.
"The fact that nearly all of our crime is officer
initiated shows that we have a somewhat aggressive
police force," Pomeroy said.

He commented that these young, aggressive officers are set on making arrests.
That sounds like they are looking, maybe even
searching, for people to arrest. Well, students are
easy to find.
These crimes are also the less serious crimes.
More serious crimes seem to be initiated by people
other than college students.
We all remember the assaults by some high school
students last year.
So Winona has a high crime rate. College students,
while a part of the population, do not make up the
entire population of Winona and therefore should
not take all the blame.

The opinions expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State
University and College system, Winona State University, its faculty or staff, or the general student body. Any
questions or comments regarding the content within
these pages are to be directed to The Winonan's editorial
staff, or submitted in the form of letters to the editor.

WSU Senate committee urges action Hate crimes will not be tolerated
Dear Editor,
Currently the U.S. Senate is looking at passing a bill that would cut 10
billion dollars in student loans. The cuts would be seen in the elimination of
the interest-free grace periods that you receive when you graduate. This
means as soon as you graduate you start paying back your loans. This bill also
calls for direct lending to institutions to be cut to 20 percent. It is currently at
40 percent. This cut would force out up to half of the about 1300 institutions
that participate in the Direct Lending Program. A never before tax of .85
percent on new student loans will be imposed on universities. This will result
in less grant money available and higher tuition. Another hit on students and
their families comes in the form of close to a 1 percent increase on the interest
rate of PLUS loans.
Minnesota Senator Paul Wellstone was at the Smaug on Oct. fifth. He told
the students that we could win and stop this drastic cut from occurring. The
way we can do this is by letting our U.S. Senators and Representatives know
how desperately we all need financial aid. Without your input the Senate will
surely pass this bill. Most of us can not survive a 10 billion dollar cut in our
financial aid.
Please write our Senators and Representatives. In Minnesota write to
Senator Rod Grams, 261 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington D.C.
20510 and to first district representative Gil Gutknecht, 425 Cannon House
Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515. If you wish to write the senators and
representatives in your home state, come to the student senate office and we
will give you the addresses. If you write a letter, bring it to the senate office and
we will give you a pre-stamped envelope to mail it in.

WSU student senate
Legislative Affaris Committee

Dear Editor,
Due to a recent incident involving the defamation of a club showcase in the
lower hyphen, I feel it necessary to warn those who do such acts or who consider
doing such acts. Any type of defamation or tampering of a display or publicity
on this campus is illegal, and any such activity done to a legitimate display or
property or public or private property is considered a hate crime. The consequences for such an act can be serious. Restrictions are now going to be put into
place as to the access into the Alliance of Student Organization (ASO) controlled
displays in the lower and upper hyphens. This action is necessary to prevent
such incidents from happening again. Those displays are there to advertise for

the different organizations on campus. For those who have concerns regarding
the activities of the various clubs, appropriate channels must be followed or you
risk being caught violating the law. Any type of violation or hate crime will not
be tolerated on this campus

Scott J. Kluver
Vice president,
WSU student senate

Party etiquette irks student

house was having a grand time, thanks mainly to a bottomless supply of beer
and a plethora of flee shots.
I turned my back for two seconds and some stupid F*** steals my beloved
phone. Oh, I see how this works. I let you come in to my house, drink like a
recovering alcoholic, trash the place and then steal my phone. Gee, thanks a

bunch.
After going through the denial stage for a few hours, I began to question the
thief. I put the phone in my room to avoid being stolen (good thinking, huh).
Next to the phone were: a portable CD player, receiver, cassette deck, over 200
CD's, and countless bottles of booze. The Forrest Gump of the hijacker world
insisted on taking my phone. Why didn't you take my expired condom, my
laundry detergent, or my Chia pet seeds too?
OK, I'll drown my sorrows at the bars. After indulging in a whopping three
beers it was bar time. We arrived home and the drunkards broke in to the
cupboards. They found some salted-in-the-shell peanuts...yummy. How did
they dispose of the shells? By throwing them onto the living room carpet, while
the gallant host slept.
I'm not saying that you shouldn't be a gracious host - everyone had fun. I'm
not saying that you should help clean the next day. I'm not saying you shouldn't
hump railroad crossing signs, but I am saying DON'T STEAL FROM THE
HOST.

Tony Swanson & roommates

We invite our readers to share their ideas in these columns. All
letters must be received by the Monday preceeding our WednesWhile reading Dave Adams' article on "How to be a Gracious Host/Guest," day publication days. Please send letters to the Winonan, Kryzsko
I couldn't help but become somewhat miffed. On homecoming weekend, I Commons, Winona, MN 55987. All letters must be signed in order
treated all my guests with the utmost respect. Each and every person in the
to get printed.

Dear Editor,
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THIS Is ONLY A TEST...
Bosses' day: Show your appreciation with some Limburger

H

ow many
of you out there reBy
membered it was
Bosses' day on
DAVE
Monday? How
ADAMS
1 many of you had
Managing
no clue there was
Editor
such thing as
Bosses' day? I had
no idea there was
one until I became a boss myself and read it in the boss
manual all bosses get when they get the job as boss. Did
you get your boss a present? My staff forgot all about me
and dammit, it hurts.
Oh well, since that's over and done with, the next thing
to do is move on and celebrate the next big calendar event:
Sweetest Day. Its this Saturday. Yummy.
I had never heard of Sweetest Day until I came to this
backward little town. It was during my freshman year that
I learned about the day I like to call "pre-Valentine's day,"
or "Show Your Love With Material Goods Day," a day
reserved exclusively for couples who won't be dating each
1 other come February.
I Anyway, here's the story. One day, the girl I was seeing
started to act irrational and irritable for no reason. I thought
she was acting this way because the only time I paid any
attention to her was when I was drunk or needed a little
nookie. I asked her what was wrong and she said, "Don't
you know what day it is?" Well, being the typical kind of
guy that I am, I stopped for a minute and ran through all
the possible responses to that kind of question. (Don't even
9 sit there and pretend you don't know what I'm talking
labout guys, you know you've done it too!) After saying
•"15h" for about ten seconds, I took a shot in the dark.
"Yom Kippur?"
"No, you dip s**t!"
Dip s**t was her pet name for me...I think. She called me
that name a lot.
'Try again."
"How about Arbor Day?"
"Yeah, that's it." I loved it when she patronized me.
"Well, what the hell day is it then if it's not Arbor Day?"
I said.
"Sweetest Day."
"Sweetest Day? What the hell is Sweetest Day?"
"You don't know what Sweetest Day is?" she said,
balling up her fists.
"No. Maybe. I don't know. Is it like that day where we
celebrate that Italian guy who found America by acci•
dent?"
"You mean Columbus Day?"
"No, I think it's Independence Day. You know, the day
where we celebrate the Italian guy's independence from
Italy and eat Turkey 'til we fall asleep."
'That's the Fourth of July and Thanksgiving dip s"t."
(There's that name again. I told you!)
"Oh. Well, what is it then?" I said sheepishly.
"It's a day when we're supposed to show our affection
by giving each other gifts which show how we feel about
each other."
"Oh, Idnda like that one Christmas when I gave my little

I
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brother the hair dryer to play with in the tub?"
"Something like that."
"So is it like Valentine's Day when we give each other
cards and candy in celebration of the St. Valentine's Day
massacre in the 1920's in which many people died horrible
deaths?"
"Yes."
"Okay, I get it now. Should I go buy you something?"
"No, don't strain yourself."
And that's how I learned about Sweetest Day. Nice story,
eh? Hard to believe I've come this far since I was a stupid
freshman. Im al betr now thut i recevd a edukayshun.
Now, for those of you who had no idea that there was a
Sweetest Day until now, run out and get your significant
other something nice before Saturday. Here's a tip: whether
your other is a male, female, animal, vegetable, or mineral,
you can't go wrong with tube socks with the colored stripes
around the top and a big bushel of rhubarb. Nothing says "I
love you" more.
For those of you who are currently single and celebrate
that fact on a daily basis by getting completely blitzed
downtown, I recommend a visit to the chiropractor. It's the
perfect treat for a single person on Sweetest Day. You get
almost completely naked and pay some stranger to run
their hands all over your body. Let's be honest, it's the
closest thing to action you're gonna get!
If you have recently broken up with someone, and
you're still looking for that really small piece of your heart
that broke off and fell under your bed, go out and do like the
U.S. Postal workers do. Get a machine gun, go to his/her
house and shoot until they can't make anymore bullets. No
better way to get that person off your mind. Permanently.
If you're not the violent type, I pity you because you will
sit in your room, on your bed, listening to slow songs that
remind you of that person until your ears bleed. Listen, if
you wallow in it long enough, you will drown, and I won't
be there to throw you one of those life preservers shaped
like a big yellow duck. My advice, go break some plates. It
helps. I think K-Mart is having a sale on plates this week.
Hmmm...Coincidence? I think not!
I think I've covered all the bases. Single, not single. Yep.
Got 'em covered. Now that I have that out of the way, I
would like to open up the phone lines and take some calls.
I am running out of ideas for my column, as you can tell
from this week's lame attempt at humor and insightful
rhetoric. I am not above accepting donations.
If you have any ideas for future topics for my column,
send me E-Mail at DADAMS9416. And please, no stupid
stuff like sex with animals, or Debbie Gibson: The woman,
the myth, the legend. I have no time to deal with people who
are weirder than I am, or anybody who looks at their sister
and thinks she's "got a hot package!"
*DISCLAIMER* In no way is the advice in the above
paragraphs to be taken literally. This column in no way
condones the actions of crazy, gun-wielding, U.S. Postal
worker types who shoot people just because they didn't
get that 2 cent raise, or because they're bored and inbred.
But if you do decide to do it, can I watch? I love a good
gunfight.

BOTH SIDES
OF THE COIN
The Death Penalty:
End the suffering!

K

illing one
who killed others?
Doesn't that seem
By
a little ironic?
KRISTIN
Strapping a conPHILLIPSON
victed criminal to a
chairand watching
Political
them suffer for
Columnist
twenty torturous
minutes is not very
ethical to me.
Capital punishment is strange and unusual, not to
mention cruel. Yes, it is overwhelmingly expensive to feed,
clothe and house criminals during a life sentence, but it is
a much more expensive process to send a criminal to death
row and keep them there until executed. The horror of
giving someone gas, shocks, or injections which cause the
criminal to suffer an excruciating amount of pain: what
savage beasts we are!
If a family is suffering because an inmate on death row
killed their son or brutally raped their daughter, would
that family necessarily be healed by watching him die?
Does the pain automatically end there? I think not.
Capital punishment is not only a barbarous, costly, and
perhaps unnecessary form of punishment, it is also extremely biased. There are numbers of whites on death row
for killing blacks. But how about the other way around?
The number of blacks who are on death row for murdering
whites is absolutely staggering.
I'm not sure exactly how this problem could be resolved, if it could at all. More jails could be built since
prisons are overflowing, but that raises the question of
where states which are strapped for cash would get funds
to build new prisons. And statistically speaking, paroling
prisoners before they have served their full sentences only
adds to the crime problem.
If America keeps capital punishment my suggestion
would be to explore the option of using Dr. Kevorkian's
methods for assisted suicide as an alternative to current
execution methods. It is quick and relatively painless. Also,
there are a number of prisoners who would rather die than
wait around for their number to come up. The option
should be made available to use Dr. Kevorkian's method.
If by some chance the Kevorkian method was instituted,
we would not make such a spectacle out of ourselves when
it comes to the death penalty, No more "let 'em fry"
attitudes from those with animalistic views. It would help
things go by quicker and spare a lot of people a lot of pain.
I don't care what type of crime the convict committed, no
one deserves to suffer the way countless other inmates
already have. No one.

Capital punishment:
It's to die for!

F

or the last
fifteen to twenty
years there has
By
been a huge nation
JOSH
wide debate over
the idea of capital
WILCOX
punishment in
Political
America. One side
Columnist
feels it is a terrible
evil, and that an
eye for an eye is
not the policy a nation like ours should be following. The
other side believes capital punishment is the only way to
go. I believe that capital punishment should be preserved
as an effective deterrent to crime.
To me, capital punishment is the only answer to much
of the crime going on in America today. In fact, I would
like to reform the system a little bit, and make this form of
punishment more acceptable to juries across the board.
You may sit and ask me why, but I would turn around
and say, "Why not?" If a man or woman feels they have
the right to take someone else's life, than they had better
be prepared to give up their own life. Granted, there are
extraneous situations, such as cases of self-defense, in
which the individual takes the criminal's life to preserve
their own. In this instance, the individual committing the
murder should be allowed off, scoff-free.
The thing I don't understand is all of the sympathy we
want to give to the criminals. Statements like, "Oh, but
they are just disturbed individuals who don't really understand what they are doing," really throw me for a loop.
In several other cultures, penalties exist that pale the
penalties which exist in the United States. Of course there
are always the stories about how in some middle eastern
countries a shoplifter may very well lose a hand as a form
of punishment. With a penalty like that, who on earth
would even try to steal? And furthermore, who would
steal again if this did happen? I like this idea, as well as the
idea of public caning as punishment for vandalism in
Singapore. True, they are perhaps a little medieval, but I
am willing to guarantee their effectiveness.
The one thing I would like to see is some kind of reform
in the method of delivering the prisoner's death. The
electric chair does seem a little outdated. I do like the
lethal injection method, but perhaps there are better ways
to do it. What about suffocation? It is painless. Or maybe
carbon monoxide poisoning. It too is painless, and the
prisoner would simply fall asleep; forever.
appreciate the other side's argument, but I firmly
believe that without harsher penalties, the crime rate in
America will continue to climb.
-

The best laid plans of
What do you like to do on the weekend?
the college student
College students seem to live for
the weekends. For some the weekBy
ends start on Wednesdays, and othMAGGIE MCCALLUM
ers the weekend starts on Friday.
Columnist &
There is even a rare breed on campus
whose weekend never ends, but these
SHAHED SHUMAN
guys are seasoned students (i.e.
Photographer
they've been here for four or more
years and they all have bald heads).
Personally I've found various enjoyable pastimes during the weekends and you probably don't care what they
are so I'll just try to relate to everyone what can be enjoyable in Winona.
Of course first and foremost most students enjoy a social drink on the
weekend it's a good way to relieve stress. Now the social drinking may begin
at a house party or a local watering hole. For some the big, loud crowds of
Brothers, Bullseye and Fitzgeralds are where it's at, and for others who have
been here long enough to grow old the places to enjoy a drink are Rascals,
Charlies, and Mutt Lynches. This seems to be the number one pastime in
Winona on the weekends. On a good weekend you might be able to catch a
good band somewhere such as Schwa or Funk Stew or you may even find a
band on campus like the 28th of October the Freddy Jones Band will be playing
in Memorial.
The best weekends in Winona for social drinkers have to be Homecoming
and Springfest. It would be great if every weekend could be like that and I am
sure every bar and liquor store owner would agree with me on that point.
Now if you are looking for something worthwhile to do on a nice Saturday
or Sunday afternoon there are plenty of places to go biking, bluff climbing, or
hiking. Between the river and the bluffs there really are a lot of outdoor
activities for the ambitious, and if you aren't ambitious you can go cloud
watching. If you really want to get crazy you can go to some sort of festival at
an area community. There's always something going on from Wilson Day's
right up to Octoberfest. These community's really get into these events and
there's some really great food as well as beer tents.
Another popular Winona weekend pastime is going home. Personally
going home is overrated if you do it too often. Trips should be made home just
enough so your parents are happy to see you and aren't expecting you, that
way you get more out of the trip. Things like money, groceries and all the other
necessities are easier to ask for when you parents miss you. Sometimes it's fun
to go home with friends for a weekend you can have all the comforts of home
without being at your own.
If you can't get home that often a trip to La Crosse may be just what you
need to get out of Winona for a little while. You can eat dinner at the Olive
Garden, Ciatti's, or better yet Piggy's. You can shop at the Valley View mall
which has added quite a few stores such as the Gap, Eddie Bauer, and
American Eagle and if you want to make a full night out of it the bars in La
Crosse are equal to Winona, and there are plenty of them.
Winona State Athletics, what's that you may ask ? Yes, this University has
sporting events on the weekends that are actually fun and exciting. The
football team always needs support and as the saying goes the more the
merrier. The new women's soccer team seems to be generating a decent
turnout as is the volleyball team, these games are enjoyable and these are just
the fall sports. In Winter there are many more options for you sports fan's.
Finally I will cover one last thing that many like to do on the weekends, no
not work, but sleep. Sleep is the most peaceful enjoyable activity of the
weekend. It's nice to sleep and wake up because you just can't sleep anymore.
It's nice to sleep and not have anyone bother you for hours and hours but this
will never happen. In my opinion this is the ultimate weekend activity.

I like to work and study.
Khurram Ansarl
senior
business administration major

Drink myself silly.
Damon Cheronis
freshman
undecided

I like to go out and have fun.
Michelle Livingston
freshman
cardiac rehabilitation major

Spend time with my girlfriend.
Tom Dooley
freshman
marketing major

I like to hang out with an Idiot
Out Wondering Around, an
Omaha Inbreed and a FIB.
Kelly Joweyer
freshman
cardiac rehabilitation major

I spend my time with friends,
studying and writing letters.

I like to go out and meet people,
preferably guys.

Misty Martin
freshman
biology major

Shana Toft
freshman
nursing major

I like to spend the weekend with
my friends and catch up on
school work.
Julie Kraemer
freshman
photojournalism major
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Distribution Manager Wanted:

/STOP\
THE RAID
ON STUDENT
AID /

Pay Is $100 Per Quarter

Plus Commission
Person Must Have A Car & Be
An Early Wednesday Riser
Apply At The Winonan Today, Or
Call 457-5677

HAVE ATTITUDE, BE CONCEITED, OR WHATEVER

`YOU GOTTA PROBLEM WITH THAT?'
Congress is thinking about

Tell Congress you think

cutting federal student aid pro-

cutting student aid is short-sighted

grams. And they'll succeed -

and wrong. Tell Congress you

unless we stop them. Together.

think this issue is serious.

First, the facts. Did you
know the federal government
provides 75 percent of all financial aid for college? Last school
year that was $31 billion. It

StickWorld is the new clothing line that lets
you tell it like it is, clean and simple. It features t-shirts, sweatshirts, cropped tees, boxer
shorts, embroidered caps, nightshirts, backsacks, and more.

Tell Congress you care
about your future and the future

The San Diego based company has been shipping product for almost a year. "Sales are
going through the roof," according to Mark
Crittenden, president. "Our sell-through has
gone from excellent, 18 to 20%, to phenomenal, 35 to 43%, in many cases."

of this country. Dial the number
below and we'll connect you to
your Congressional office. Or, if

helped six million students. For
many, this financial aid made

you like, you can authorize us to
send a fax.

the difference between going
and not going to college.

Be heard. Help save student

Sold nationally, StickWorld is available at
Dillards, Dayton Hudson, JC Penney's,
Maurices, May Company, Belks, and other fine
stores according to Crittenden.

aid for yourself. For all of us. Coll

Now, budget cutters are

■

todo ,, . Stop the raid on student

taking billions from student aid.

aid. Because college is the best

Student loans, for example, will

investment in Americo's future.

"The simplicity of the line coupled with the
attitude - whether it's conceited or submissive -lets you make a personal statement to
everyone without ever saying anything. The
interaction our displays cause is great,"
Crittenden added.
StickWorld is introducing its own line of greeting cards, postcards, wrapping paper, note
cards, coffee mugs, sports mugs and more.

be cut by $ 1 0 billion.
Why2 They soy it's to reduce

the deficit. But student aid pays
for itself in the long run. Education always does.

CALL 1-800-574-4AID
ALLIANCE TO SAVE STUDENT AID

"I don't know, where do
you want to go?"

•

.1100,..

• "
•

MasterCard. Accepted wherever you end up.

11.1.111( :aid hautiartoolal linorporated
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Everyone can learn from a lesson in homophobia
By SUNNI SCHULZ
, Variety Reporter

1

H

omophobia effects everyone and
can be only solved by addressing it as a
universal problem.
Scott Fearing originates from the Minneapolis area and calls himself a "professional homosexual" because his job is to
speak out about gay and lesbian rights.
He was asked to speak on Oct. 11 at
Winona State by the GLAD club (which
stands for Gay and Lesbian Alliance for
Dignity.)
Fearing believes that we all have
homophobia, according to his theory on
oppression.
"All of us have the ability to be racist or
homophobic, or whatever, but we also
have the ability to grow, learn, and change
and become less," said Fearing.
He added, "As a culture we are learning to change our ways. We are on the
verge of becoming a true

democracy; where laws include everyone. But more and more I hear the words
of hate in our leaders. Queer people are
here, we are taxpayers...we will not tolerate hatred."
Homophobia, as defined by GLCAC is
"negative feelings, attitudes, actions, or
behaviors against lesbians, gay men, bisexuals and transgender people.
It also consists of the following: sexism, which is fear of violation of sex roles;
erotophobia /sexphobia, which is cultural
anxiety about sexuality and xenophobia,
which is fear of difference."
The issue of solving homophobia is
important due to the magnitude of the
matter at hand.
Fearing believes that you cannot
change a person's sexual orientation.
"Scientists have searched and
searched, but cannot find one solid piece
of evidence that says you can change a
person's sexual orientation," he said.
Fearing felt that using correct language
is one of the ways to combat homophobia.

"Language must not demean, exclude
or offend," said Fearing. "It's all about
self-identity. If I like the word 'gay,' I can
call myself 'gay.'"
The word "queer" was chosen by Fearing to be an umbrella term for gay, lesbian and transexuals in his speech.
"The word 'queer' is much more inclusive. It has many negative connotations,
but if we use it as part of the positive pop
culture, we can own it and they can't hurt
us with it," Fearing explained.
The audience was so large that the
presentation had to be moved to a bigger
room. It consisted of a variety of Winona
State students and faculty.
Eric Belkengren, a Senior elementary
education major said, "I thought he was
effective. He brought up a lot of points
the community has to deal with, not just
WSU."
Kris, a senior social work major and a
member of GLAD said, "I met him earlier. I think he gave a lot of information
the community needed."
41M1111M

Sara Phelps, one of the GLAD copresidents said,"I admire him, I
thought he did a wonderful job."
Cindy Killion, the faculty advisor
for GLAD agreed. "I think Scott did a
wonderful job. He is just what we
need to start sensitizing the community and make it a safe environment."
Fearing was chosen to speak in
honor of "National Coming Out Day."
According to Fearing, "National Corning Out Day" was started because of
the Oct. 11, 1987 march in Washington
D.C. for gay and lesbian rights.
Fearing seemed pleased with the
outcome of his speech.
"I was thrilled to see so many people
interested. It speaks well of Winona.
The bigger community of Winona sees
these issues," he said.
He continued, "I allow room for
people to dislike me. What I don't like
is when they turn that dislike into some
sort of hate."

■11,

Freddy Jones Band Live
By KYLE KERSHASKY
Advertising Manager

T

he University Programming
Activities Committee (U-PAC) has
booked the Freddy Jones Band (FJB) to
play at Winona State University for
its annual major concert.
The concert, which will take place
on Oct. 28, will mark the first time FJB
has played at Winona State, and expectations are high.
The last time FJB played at a local
university was at a sell- out concert at
St. Mary's University last spring.
The band "set the tone for a good
time" said Jason Hiatt, a senior at St.
Mary's who attended the concert.
WSU students may have already
been able to get a close look at FJB a
few times when they have played at
Rascals Bar in Winona.
Sean Logan, a junior at WSU who
saw the band four times at Rascals
Bar,said, "They totally play the crowd,
and really get into it."
Logan described them as a band
who is very good live and play together as a group very well,
complimenting every instrument
used.
FJ B's live shows have proved they
are not just a "garage band" with no
musical choreography
Michael Norman, Plain Dealer,
Cleveland, Ohio wrote 'The band
plays a progressive groove; intensive
blend of rock, R&B,folk and country."
FJB began playing at Chicago rock
clubs during the 1990s and two years
later they released their first album.
They then began traveling the Midwest college circuit creating a loyal
college following.
Huh Magazine listed the band as
"American rock that stands between
Tom Petty and the Allmans in a flavorful groove."
In addition to being played on

See BAND, page 9

Band Members Wayne Healy, Marty Lloyd, Rob Bonaccorsi, Simon Horrocks and Jim Bonaccorsi.

The American Disability Act creates
opportunities for physically disabled
By PAUL ALLEN
Variety Reporter

T

he Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) was created to help those individuals with disabilities, but unfortunately is sometimes misunderstood and
mistreated.
Getting around campus for a Winona
State student without a disability is an
unconscious effort, but it is a different
story for those students with a disability.
Jean Sharon, a sophomore paralegal
major has a genetic muscle disorder in
which she at times has to move from place
to place via motorized cart.
Sharon said, "I've had to do a lot of
work on my own to get things to change
here at Winona State, such as the cut curbs
on sidewalks, and automatic doors, and
handicap parking spots outside of
Sheehan."
In resonse to the issue of equal acess at
WSU, Sharon said, "WSU is sufficient for
me, but if I weren't in the paralegal program, I wouldn't be here. There aremany
schools around the country that have much
better access for those with disabilities."
Dr. Jean Jarrow, who spoke at WSU last
Tuesday evening on ADA, said, "This is

civil rights legislation, nothing less and
nothing more.'
She reiterated in her lecture that the
whole issue behind this area of legislation
is not sympathy, but rather that those individuals with disabilities be given equal
access opportunities in order to reach their
full potential.
According to Jarrow, the ADA has made
positive strides in the advancement of individuals with disabilities in the past 19
years.
"My job is to help those people in position of authority to help those with disabilities to reach thier full potential," she
said.
Chelly Christiansen, a graduate of WSU
with a B.A. in communication studies,
said, "I hope that people will truly come
to recognize the ADA as a civil rights
issue and not action as a result of feeling
sorry for those with disabilities."
Christiansen has worked in helping to
advance the ADA here in Winona by making improvements for the people with disabilities within the community.
Jarrow said, "I don't care so much about
the attitudes people have but their actions
instead. If people are genuine in realizing
the needs of those individuals with disabilities, than the attitudes will take care
of themselves."

Dr. Jane Jarrow

to courtesy of WSU Public Info

Communication methods
to be sexual orientation
sensitive in the workplace
*Before approaching an individual about the subject of sexual
orientation, ask him or her what
termonology they prefer.
*Do not go to a second party
when inquinng about an individual's sexual orientation, gender identity or personal life. Ask that individual directly.
*Allow the individual to choose
with whom they wish to share their
sexual orientation.
*Try not to draw conclusions
about an individual's sexual orientation based on their appearance or
behavior.

TECHNOLOGY

Poetry goes
to Internet
Orval Lund , WSU
English professor,
publishes poetry
journal on Wide Web
BY SUNNI SCHULZ
Variety Reporter

W

inona State English professor,
Orval Lund created an online poetry journal called Deep Breath in June, which can
be found on the World Wide Web.
Lund said,"I started Deep Breath because I am an Internet junkie, and I wanted
to create a quality poetry journal that could
be available over the World Wide Web."
Lund is currently the editor of a print'
poetry journal called The Great River Re-

view.
"A lot of the staff on The Great River
Review are leaving, and in a way it is
dying. I personally am burned out in it
and I wanted to try something new."
He continued, "An online publication
is a lot cheaper than a print publication
because there is no paper or print cost. It
is also less time consuming because there
is no physical exchange." "Sometimes we'd
get over 100 manuscripts for The Great
River Review and that can be time-consuming to go through. The world wide
web is immediate," he said.
According to Lund, there are a lot more
things you can do with an online publication that you can't do with print. For
instance, you can click on the author's
name and get instant biographical information.
You can also search the archives for
past Deep Breath publications.
Lund said, "I am very picky about what
goes into Deep Breath , because I want it to
be a quality journal. I hope to bring a
more rigorous eye out."
"There are a few other poetry publications on the Internet already, but they
aren't very professional," he said.
He added, "The editors probably don't
know a lot about quality poetry. My hope
is that Deep Breath will become known
over the World Wide Web."
Deep Breath attempts to make it clear
what it wants to publish in its statement
of purpose.
The mission statement says, "We have
no preference for any style or subject,
though we think nothing is so awkward
as a formal poem in which form is in
charge, and nothing so dull as a free-verse
poem that has awkward or ineffective
rhythm."
It also states, "We think no subject is
out of bounds for poetry, but we will not
publish work we deem prejudice toward
any group that is gratuitously vulgar or
obscene.'
Lund will only accept original, unpublished work. So far there is no regularity
to when new poems are released because
not a lot of quality work has been submitted, he said.
"Deep Breath hasn't had a chance to
catch on yet since it was created in the
summer when school is out. I hope in the
future to put out a regular publication
once submissions increase," Lund said.
"We anticipate evolving from onepoem-at-a-time to a more conventional
literary journal format," Deep Breath states
in its description.
Lund mentioned one of the downfalls
of an online poetry journal is that it is not
very permanent. Yet it can reach a lot of
people all over the U.S.
"We're listed in Yahoo under poetry.
I've gotten submissions from Canada, and
other parts of the U.S.," said Lund.
Deep Breath can be found on the Internet
at"http:/ /199.17.134.71 /Deepbreath.
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MUSIC REVIEW

Zipless, the meaning of dance
By SCOTT

MUELLER
Music Critic

How to get drunk
By DEAN KORDER
Columnist

"If the injustice...is of such a nature that it requires you to be the agent of
injustice to another, then, I say, break the law. Let your life be a counter friction
to stop the machine." Thoreau

P

rohibition made billionaires of bootleggers, heroes of G-men,
and caused the rest of the nation to drink. Prohibition of alcohol to
people between the ages of 18 and 21 has made underage drinking a
national phenomenon. I see no reason why an 18 year old shouldn't be
allowed, legally, to drink, because I know that if an 18 year old really
wants to drink, he or she will drink. Underage kids like the challenge
of going out and trying to score a bottle of booze or trying to get into a
bar, never realizing that underage d rinking is an attempt of our government to impose its own morality on we the people.
Underage drinking, therefore, is a political statement, and because
millions of so called adults — and they are adult in every sense of the
word except for the fact they can't drink — choose to go out and drink,
their behavior could be seen as a form of civil disobedience. If you are
over 18, but not quite 21, and you drink, you break the law. But, every
weekend young adults fill the streets, the bars, the parties, the basement_s, and the dorm rooms and drink. If all these drinkers got together
one weekend and organized they might even be able to get the national
21 drinking age law abolished.
Well, for those of you who have no idea of how to fight against the
injustice of the national 21 drinking age and no idea how to make your
"life be a counter friction to stop the machine" or, for those of you who
are too drunk to do anything, I have a few suggestions for where you
can score some alcohol until you get organized enough to get the
national 21 drinking age abolished. So, here are a few ways you can get
alcohol if you're 18 but not quite 21.
• Be a woman. Statistically, if you are a woman you have a better
chance of getting into a bar. You see, barkeeps know that men drink, but
they also know that in order to get more men to drink, they need more
women in their bar so, bouncers are much more lenient about carding
a pretty girl than an egghead guy. If you're an underage adult (isn't that
an oxymoron) woman and you want to get into bars - dress sexy. Go out
and buy that wonder bra, buy that low cut blouse, put on that make up,
spray that perfume, wet those lips with a little lipstick, put a little blush
on those cheeks, and, most importantly, develop a little attitude. If you
do it right, there is no reason you won't be able to get into any bar in this
town. At least, any bar that hasn't been raided recently for minor
consumption. But, even if that's the case, cozying up to the bouncer
doesn't hurt.
• Get a fake I.D... These can be bought out of the back of many
magazines. You can also get them from your friends, your roommates,
or by going through gym lockers.
• Use someone else's I.D.. Your roommate is ready to graduate,
she's 22, you're 19. You're convinced that you look enough alike to use
her I.D. to go out, The problem is that you're five foot three and she's
six two. You weigh 105 pounds and she weighs 180. In other words, the
information on her I.D. does not describe you at all, but, hey, you can
always say you just recovered from a strange tropical disease if asked.
• Stand outside the liquor store and see if you can get someone to buy
for you. This is not as popular as it once was.
• Go to bars and hope they don't ask for an I.D. You do this by
dressing older than you really are, by trying to push your way through
the crowd at the front door, or by just never letting the bouncer look you
in the eye.
• Call the liquor store and ask them to deliver a keg. When they ask
if your of age you say yeah, and when they come to the door, you leave
the money on the floor inside the door and you pretend that you're in
the bathroom taking a shit and eventually the delivery guy, you hope,
after much moaning and groaning and grunting he'll take the money
and go away.
• Befriend nontraditional students or seven year seniors and get
them to buy for you.
• Send a cab to the liquor store to pick up a bottle of Jack Daniels and
have it delivered to your dorm room or the corner of Huff and Wabasha.
• Put your chemistry knowledge to work and make your own still.
Of course, your landlord might wonder why you have so many.
• Decide you don't need your bathtub for anything but making
booze and make a tub full of wine from local dandelions, rutabagas,
apples, cherries, or even eggplant if you want. It is a good idea to wash
out the tub before hand, but if you don't want to, maybe the extra
bacteria will give your concoction a little extra flavor. After all, jungle

juice is better if it's homemade.
• When you go home for the weekend, steal the key to your parent's
liquor cabinet and steal all the liquor.
• Go to a church that serves a good communion wine. The priest
might wonder why you've been through the line before and he might
wonder why you seem to be such a good Catholic, being to mass for
every service in the last seven days, but, hey, if you become an alcoholic,
at least most churches have good programs to help you through it.
• Look fora candy store that serves those fancy alcohol filled candies
and buy about ten pounds. The exact amount depends on your weight,
height, and your tolerance to alcohol. I'm not sure how many candies
it would take to get you buzzed, but it could be interesting trying to
figure it out.
• Check out public festivals: Oktoberfest, Steamboat Days, whatever. These are great places to get served. They don't seem to be as
stringent about checking I.D.'s. Besides, if that fails, you can always
pick up half empty cups of beer (check for butts first!) and try to find
enough of them to get buzzed.
• Go to a baseball game and see if you can sneak an order for a beer
in between the hotdogs, peanuts, and Cracker Jacks.
• Check the local newspaper for upcoming wedding receptions.
These are always a party, but make sure the presiding religion permits
alcoholic beverages. I'd hate to see you end up at an Amish wedding
with the hope of getting drunk and end up raising a barn instead. A
good Irish wake is good for this as well if you can stand a couple
thousand verses of Danny Boy.
• Have a Bring Your Own party and hope that your guests will forget
that they brought a twelve pack to the party or that they'll get so drunk
on three cans they'll leave the rest in your fridge.
• Work at a restaurant that serves alcohol. Sleep with the assistant
manager, and hang out after-hours with your co-workers getting
loaded. You might even be able to buy a few beers to take home. I don't
know what sleeping with the assistant manager will get you, but it
might help.
• Learn the route of a local beer distributor and follow them around
until they forget to lock the door of their delivery truck and steal some
liquor.
• Volunteer to participate for medical research involving the effects
of alcohol on college student's academic performance. Better yet, do a
biology experiment involving the effects of alcohol on reaction time and
get the university to buy you liquor to help with your research.
• Be a busperson at a restaurant that serves liquor and finish any
drinks that the unappreciative customer leaves behind.
• Date a bartender.
• Talk your parent's into buying a bar.
• Don't drink and just look for a dealer. I mean if your going to break
the law you might as well do something that's illegal for everybody.

W

hen I mention songs with
deep lyrics, most alternateens will
point to Pearl Jam (older folk may
mention Morrissey and the Smiths),
"Oh, I really love how Eddie Vedder's
lyrics, you know, reach out to me."
I will give Vedder this much—once
you've translated them, his lyrics go
far beyond an echoing "Where did
you come from, where did you go/
Where did you come from, Cotton Eye
Joe." That's all fine, but you can't
dance to grunge...except if you are at
one of their shows.
But sadly, we are not exposed to
Pearl Jam primarily through concerts,
but the digi-packaged Vitalogy CD.
There has to be a compromise of
some kind...dance music with a meaning greater than its great
movement...musical brilliance combined with poetry, if you will.
One artist has done just that. Taking the works of poet Erica Jong,
Vanessa Daou sets her poetry to a

jazz/dance/trip-hop background this album full circle is its lyrics.
The chance to pull the sleeve out
on her solo debut, Zipless.
The album features vocals and and read the words that Erica Jong
music written by Daou and of course, painted there is reason enough to own
Zipless. The images Daou selects from
Jong's poetry.
While Zipless lacks full force dance Jong's works often are of a male wouldbeats, it is still very danceable. Kind of be sexual conqueror.
If you got a kick out of the message
like Portishead, except it's good.
The first cut is titled "The Long Alannis Morrisette sent with "You
Tunnel of Wanting You." It is the Oughta Know," then you may want to
epitome of beat poetry; its sensual expose yourself to works like "My Love
music enhanced by Jong's words.
"Warm as your belly against mine/
Deep as your navel leading home."
When Daou sings those two lines, she
changes from a vulnerable woman
yearning love into an invigorated one
wanting to explore the man she is with.
This song, with Daou's very cool voice,
pleasantly screams sex.
On "Alcetis On the Poetry Circuit,"
a spoken word track about self-perception, Daou shares Jong's contrast
of "a leather whip" and "the fine whip
of her own tongue." The leather whip
sounds hard, quick and cruel. The fine
whip sounds softer, yet Daou is able to
convey the message of self-image as
very powerful.
The single "Near the Black Forest"
begins with a thumping bass, appropriate given her vocals sound like a
house artist would sing...in fact, the
first line of t' 2 song is "Living in a
house." Haunting chimes appear on
"Sunday Afternoons" while she sings
of a lover who abuses her and their
relationship.
But there is more than Vanessa
Daou's music and vocals. What brings

Is Too Much": "It is cooking you seek/
Not love/Cooking with sex coming
after/Cool sex/That speaks to the penis alone/And not the howling chaos/
Of the heart."
And there you have it. Like Bernie Taupin and Elton John before them,
Erica Jong and Vanessa Daou—once
separate works—come together to create a fresh form of dance music...Zipless
dance music.

MOVIE REVIEW

Assassins, human target practice
while battling to murder the same
person.
Their eyes meet, and from then
PECKMAN
on it is one tedious chance after
Movie Critic
another for the two of them. But,
isn't that usually how Stallone
movies tend to go?
Anyway, they meet up with
Internet embezzler, Electra, played
by Julianne Moore who throws a
wrench into their plans to destroy
her as well.
Well, wouldn't you know it,
"loverboy" Stallone falls for her.
Instead of killing her, he decides
ompetition between hit men to make her his partner.
is the course of study in the new
So on they go, trying to escape
Richard Donner film, Assassins, the terror of Banderas, who all
starring Sylvester Stallone, and through the movie makes monkey
Spanish hunk Antonio Banderas. noises, kind of like Bruce Lee in
It is your basic action movie, com- his earlier movies. Happily ever
plete with lots of swearing and after comes for Stallone and Moore
gunshots.
after they kill Banderas.
Stallone plays a veteran hit man,
I have to say though, the love
Robert Rath whose career is being story that takes place between
overturned by the new kid in town. them just does not work. It's like a
The "kid", Miguel Bain is played Generation X teeny bopper meets
very well by Banderas. They first Rocky. The two do not mesh. You
encounter each other at a funeral have to wonder if Stallone even

By ANGELA

C

understood all the latest computer
lingo that Moore was whipping off.
Banderas was excellent, as usual.
The "monkey noises", little grunts,
yips, and "ooh eehs" were used to
make him seem a tad bit mentally
unstable. It worked.
The continuing symbolism of
"cat eyes" in this movie was great
when used with Baderas because
of his deep, evil looking squint.
However, I never really did
catch what exactly the cat symbolism was all about. It had something to do with Moore's pet kitty
that she carried with her all
through the movie.
Stallone's performance was
pretty much the same as all his
movies. The same stoned faced
guy that ends up with the girl. Sure
enough, that was him. I think he
should have just retired when
Rocky retired.
And at last but not least, Moore's
(The Hand that Rocks the Cradle,
Nine Months) performance was on
again, off again. At times she
seemed fun, tough, sexy and smart.

Then other times, five letters came
to mind. B-I-M-B-O!
Overall, it was a decent movie.
Banderas, himself, made it worth
;eeing. And, if you like that clas;ic, predictable action movie, here
t is. Stick this one in the third
drawer.

Third Drawer
Action
Rated R

Director: Richard Donner
Cast: Sylvester Stallone
Antonio Banderas

Rating system:
Top Drawer
Th
Second
ond Drw
ra awer
Drawer
Drawer
a
C
B°irc
ttu
Circular
oni File

Must See
Give it a chance
It could be worse
Avoid at all cost
Trash

BOOK REVIEW

Answers behind the atomic bomb
Ronald Takaki, Why America Dropped the Atomic Bomb
By MAUREEN

ASFELD

Book Critic

F

or 50 years people have been
looking for the answer to why
we dropped the atomic bomb on
Hiroshima and then Nagasaki, Japan.
While we honor the 50th anniversary of the devastation caused
by the atomic bomb in World War
II, many people have tried to find
the purpose for the loss of more
than 100,000 lives in each city.
Ronald Takaki's Hiroshima: Why

America Dropped the Atomic Bomb
is one of several books that have
appeared on the shelves of bookstores across the country this year.
Takaki is the author of A Pro-

Slavery Crusade: The Agitation to
Reopen the African Slave Trade, Violence in the Black Imagination: Essays and Documents, Iron Cages: Race
and Culture in Nineteenth-Century
America, and the award winning
Strangers from a Different Shore: A
History of Asian Americans and A
Different Mirror: A History of
Multicultural America.
Takaki is a fellow of the Society
of American Historians and a thirdgeneration American. He holds a
Ph.D. in history from the University of California, Berkeley, where
he has been a professor of Ethnic
Studies for more than 20 years.
In Hiroshima, Takaki uses
works from other leading histori-

a n s, top secret military reports and

around Truman, such as Stimson
and Secretary of State Byrnes
linked the situation caused by the
atomic bomb to U.S. relations with
Russia.
An interesting fact that Takaki
mentions refers to the era's silver
screen productions. In the movies, our dreaded enemies the Germans, were portrayed as tall and
handsome with one little mean
Nazi, while the Japanese were
disliked, primarily because they
didn't look like us.
Also, the European enemy was
identified as Hitler and the Nazis
rather than Germans. However, the
American rage condemned the entire Japanese people as "laps" that
were "demons, a monkey race, savages, and beasts."
In Hiroshima, Takaki abandons
the politically-correct approach to
the situation and writes a provocative account of the American decision to destroy Japan's resistance
using the atomic bomb.
Takaki uses Truman's secret
Potsdam diary, discovered seven
years after Truman's death, to
delve into the man's mind and reasoning.
ONALD TAKAKI
In closing, I'll leave you with
Ao-i.,, 6f A Different Mirror: A History of Multicultural Arnericd General Douglas MacArthur's
words to his staff when he learned
in July that Japan had asked Russia to negotiate a surrender with
the U.S.
"This is it. The war is over. Hold
everything in place for Olympic
and Coronet (names of invasion
plans), but drop all work on them
and get busy on the occupation."
Many of the military leaders of
he period expected a surrender
a ny day, and yet the bomb was
c ropped. Takaki tries to demontrate the different viewpoints conerning this deadly decision and
he history behind it.
interview; as well as the diaries and
personal correspondence written by
the periods most influential political
and military leaders including President Harry Truman and Secretary of
War Henry L. Stimson.
According to Takaki, the decision to drop the atomic bomb arose
in a period of immense complexity
which centered around three major concerns.
The three concerns that faced
the period's political leaders was
the military need to end the war,
the political situation heating up
with Russia, and America's antiJapanese racism.
When Truman unexpectedly became president in April of 1945, he
had two problems facing him: the
need to end the war and the emerging Russian threat.
Takaki touches on the military's
need to end the war and the desire
to save American lives. However,
Takaki reveals many other reasons
motivating the political decision
to drop the bomb.
Many of the key policy makers

LLY
COUN'TS
Whatever causes you're giving to
now, set a goal to increase your giving to
a level that will make a permanent and
positive difference. Give Five - 5 hours a
week and 5% of your income. The
rewards will make you feel like a winner
every day of your life. For more
information, call 1-800-55-GIVE-5.

Put:4c SCAACC
T Pubhcal.x,

Five hours a week. and
five percent ol your :nom,
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BAND
Continued from page 7
local radio stations such as Z-93FM
and KG-95.3-FM, FJB has made TV
appearances such as "Entertainment
Tonight," CNN's "Showbiz Today"
and "ABC in Concert."
The concert will begin with the
opening band the Big Wu at 8 p.m. in
McCown Gymnasium, for wich 3,000
tickets will be made available.
These tickets will be open to the
public for $5 in advance or $10 at the
door.
After unsuccessfully booking
bands such as The Dave Mathews Band
or The Violent Femmes, Joe Reed, UPAC adviser, was given an official
verbal confirmation from FJ B' s agent.
Referring to the cost of FJB, Reed
believes it will not be long until the
band becomes as popular as Hootie
and The Blowfish -which not long
ago was playing in the bars for $1,000.
Reed believes he will be able to
pay approximately $12,000 for the
entire night of music.
This $12,000 includes both bands,
agents fees, production costs, security, catering and any miscellaneous
fees.
U-PAC will add FJB to its list of
nationally recognized bands such as
Cheap Trick, the Bo Deans and the
Gear Daddies which have played at
WSU in recent years.
Pre-sale tickets can be purchased
begining Oct.18 at the U-PAC office
Mon.-Fri., 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. and at the
cafeteria during lunch and dinner.
No checks will be accepted.

FRIENDS
DON'T LET
FRIENDS
DRIVE
DRUNK.

It's 2 a.m. and you think
you might be pregnant.
Who do you call?

Little Caesars® Pizza
Winona State University

452-8752

1201 Gilmore Avenue

0

(Winona Mall)

24-hour hotline: 452-2421 ♦ Office: 920 W 5th St.

*Limited Delivery Area To Insure Safe Driving!
Our Delivery Drivers Carry Less Than $20.00

2 SMALL PIZZAS

2 MEDIUM PIZZAS

With cheese And
One Topping

With cheese And
One Topping
,

$ 8 PL
9?
U S TAX

$ 649
PLUS TAX
)1111111111:21C44DIRIa013•1411114:141

PICKED UP OR DELIVERED

Valid for a limited time at participating locations.
©1995 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.

Valid for a limited Woe at partiopating locations
©1995 little Caesar EnterOnseS, Inc

EXPIRES 10/28/95

r

EXPIRES 10/28/95

1 SMALL PIZZA

1 LARGE PIZZA

With Cheese And Your Choice Of One I With Cheese And Your Choice Of One
Topping Plus An 8-Piece Crazy Bread I Topping Plus An 8-Piece Crazy Bread

$ 99
PLUS TAX

I

$ 99
PLUS TAX
PICKED UP OR DELIVERED

PICKED UP OR DELIVERED
V,

Vard for a limited lime at pane:paring locations .
01995 Little Caesar Enterpnses. Inc.

EXPIRES 10/28/95

L

ils

Valid for a limited lime at participating locations.
091995 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.

EXPIRES 10/28/95

IWANTED:
DELIVERY DRIVERS!

Crazy Bread

.99 0

...with any pizza purchase.

If you are a safe, courteous
driver, with an insured car,
and are at least 18, apply at
your local store today.

8 Warm Sticks Of Freshly Baked
Bread With Parmesan Cheese.

Bar & Grill
65 E. 4th

SUBS & CLUBS
159 Main Street

Good Only With Jackie

Phone 457-1797

168 E. 3rd ST

SAVE ON
THE ENTIRE
STOP

ADVIL
OATI1E111NO

-_,.....
uutartittufulvatuptilostiavmottlasolastr v.-

BO BO's

A

Birthright.

Confidential pregnancy tests, helpful resources, answers
to your questions, and a friend to listen, all for free.

Downtown
Winona
457-3121

Winona, MN

Hours:

Delivery Hours:

Mon.-Wed. 10:30 am - 11 pm
Thu.- Sat.
10:30 am - 2am
Sunday
10:30 am - 9pm

Daily until 10:30 pm
Sundays until 8:30 pm
Delivery $0.35/sandwich - $5.00 min

Buy One Meal Get One Free
Tuesday Night 4-10 P.M.
-4111111111110-

a

Billboard

TOP 100 POP & ROCK
(ASS11"11S CD'S

REGISTER

Weeny Specials
Chuclfers Bar and Grill
Now Serving The Finest
Appetizers-Sandwiches-SaladsSoups
Mondays: Beer c Burger night
Tuesdays. Beer & Taco Night
Karoalce, 2 For is
Special on Pounders
of Beer 8-close.
Friday: tHc7illly Hour 4-8 p.m.

Fltzgeraids
Watch For Your Favorite Miff
B4NDS
Monday: Country Night-Learn
How to Line Dance!
Wednesday: 3 for 1 Taps
Thursday. A.Li.C.D. Bottle Beer,
Bar Pour, Taps 9-12
friday; Beer Spec/a/ 8-11

PRIZES

1)FIRST TOURNAMENT MODIFIED MAGIC LEVEL II
COST $3.00 PER PERSON STARTS AT 10:00AM
IIEM) TO HIM) PIAY SINGLE ELIMINATION
LIMIT 128 PLAYERS (CARDS LIMITED TO: 3RD EDITION,

I) CRONWIES BX
A $20.00 GIFT CERT
2) 4T11 EDITION BX
& VOA) GIFI' CERT.
$20.(I0 GIFT CERT.
4) $20,00 GIFT CERT,

4TH EDITION, FALLEN EMPIRES, THE DARK, CHRONICLES & ICE AGE)

Halloween Costume Partgl
October 26th
$100 Bar Tab For 1st Place!
$50 Gift Certificate to Winona Limo
Service For 2nd Place
$25 Bar Tab for 3rd Place

PRIZES

2) SECOND TOURNAMENT LEVEL I BY THE ,11001i!
COST $4.00 PER PRESON STARTS I:30PM
HEAD To HEAD PLAY SINGLE ELIMINATION
LIMITED TO 64 PLAYERS

1) FNII/IITED PK
$20.011 GIFT CERT.
2)4TH EDITION BX
& S IDA) GIFT CERT.
3)LEGENDS Pli
4)ANTIQUITIES 1)1{

3) THIRD TOURNAMENT
COST $1.50 PER PERSON STARTS 3:30PM
GRAND MELEE IN THE ROUND
NO PLAYER LIMITS RUT THERE ARE TIME LIMITS

3 TOORNOMINTS
MORE FUN!' WHEN:

453-0035

Mt Some of Our Witches Brew!

PRIZES
1)S25.00 GIFT CERT.
2)SI5A GIFT CERT.
3)$10.00 GIFT CERT.

BEST WESTERN APACHE
NOVEMBER 5TH 9:30AM

FACE THE MUSIC

VIlfIng / Pewter Football Extravaganza/
Come Die.. f.f YOU!" Teams Colors and Receive A Free Tap!
The Bar Will Split , Padrer Fans on one side 1,1Ifes on the
Other/
°,11ors Douvers andSpecIal DrInlf PrIali for the Games,
come hown Andi Watch All The NFL ffamefoiTour Satellite
,N,
System!
-v,`( A
,

ON THE CORNER OF: HUFF & SARNIA
PV:eOWE

OPEN MONDOY - SEITURDIIY TILL lOPM
SUNMS TILL 9PM
452-1342
--

VISA NM

DI

COVER

0&AffM/4"?/;-g 60/AV 1'0W `'1l/ Vii"D'Asg./ZJ
,J, 0 :-//0/21CF!
,71-YYJ
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Sticks vs. Smoke
KEVIN
BECHARD
SPORTS
EDITOR

Okay, I'm sure that all of you are
probably thinking, "Another baseball column, swell." But hey, the
World Series is right around the corner, and who's not excited?
Yeah, I know that the strike took
a lot of interest away from those
baseball fans, but this World Series
promises to be different. Well, in the
American League anyway.
Both the Cleveland Indians and
Seattle Mariners have not been contenders in post season play for many
years, so its kind of exciting to see a
new team reach the American
Le.ague Cham pionship series instead
of the Oakland Athletics or the
Toronto Blue Jays.
In the National League, there's
not much change. Of course, the
Atlanta Braves have a trio of awesome pitchers that few teams can
touch, but do they have the offensive punch like the two American
League teams who are currently battling for a place in the World Series?

Probably not.
For the past couple of years, the
Braves have dominated the National League, but have cracked
when they reached the Series.
Maybe this is because the teams
which they have played, such as the
Twins in 1991, have been too strong
for them.
Thinkabout it and ask yourselves
this question: Why does a team
which seems to be strong all around
not have what it takes to win it all?
For those of you who have
watched the American League series, there's plenty more great baseball on the way. Both teams have
incredible pitching staffs, strong
defense, and plenty of home run
power in their bats.
I see the series as going the full
seven, and Cleveland coming out
on top.
Yeah,' know that home run king
Albert Bell has a sprained ankle,
but he'll be back when the "big
series" arrives. Besides, Eddie
Murray, Carlos 13aerga, and Paul
Sorrento, just to name a few, have a
swing which will send the ball well
over the outfield fence.
(Hey Dave, don't you agree with
this?)
Anyway, the final stretch of
games will be exciting to watch,
and no matter what will happen in
the American League series, the offensive power at the plate will destroy the Braves' pitching aces.

SOCCER

Warriors Fail To Net Win

Despite strong effort, Winona State's newest team loses in overtime
showed excitement as they controlled play for a majority of the
opening 45 minutes of the game.
Within the first 1:28 of the game,
the Warriors were already applying
pressure as WSU's Ronna Led in took
the first shot on goal.
A couple of more shots on net
combined with ball control led to
the Warriors first goal of the game,
as well as history. With 20:07 already gone in the opening half, forward Tracey Lund gave her team
their first lead at 1-0.
A couple of weeks ago, the Warriors were beaten up as the University of Minnesota-Duluth defeated
them by a 12-0 score.
But the bi-week, intense practices,
and a guest coach from Rochester
brought new life in to the soccer
team.
"Having a coach come in to work
with the team was a real bonus,"
said head coach Ali Omar. "It gave
the women an opportunity to hear

what another coach has to say, instead of listening to me talk all of the
time."
Apparently, the Rochester coach
really did make an influence on the
team as the defense and offense
showed new life.

CYCLING CLUB

Cyclers Finish 2nd
Team rides well at University of Kansas
BY KEVIN BECHARD
Sports Editor

T

his past Saturday, Winona
State University's Cycling Club saw
some action as competed and finished second place in the North Central Conference Championship race
at the University of Kansas.
After the eight hour car trip, the
four members of the club were rewarded with beautiful temperatures
of 67 degrees on race day.
The mountain bike race took part
along St. Lawerance River trails, on
what was described as a "fast, twisting and real bike handling skills
course."
The course proved to be a challenge to all bikers, and I saw a few
prople run into trees," said John Brill.
Jeff Thielman and John Brill took
part in the Class B race, which is an
open event of 17 miles. Thielman
came home with a second place
medal as he finished the rugged
course in a time of 1:09.03, and Brill,
although he lead the race for the first
1.5 miles, had to settle for sixth as he
finished at 1:11.08.
Rene' Macias, president of the
club, was the lone member from
Winona State to take part in the competitive Class A race of 25.5 miles.
He finished with a respectable time
of 1:49.50.
"I felt proud to see Winona State's
Cycling Team competing against
other university clubs, and doing

Bob Utter, the fourth member to
race for WSU, did not finish the 17
mile race because of a couple of flat
tires. Five miles into the race, Utter
proved to be a strong contender as
he was in second place before the
mechanical problems knocked him
out of the race.
As a team, WSU finished in second place behind Kansas University, while the University of North
Dakota placed third overall.
Apparently, the course was in
ideal condition as cyclists reached
top speeds of 30 mph. on the dry, but
hilly course.
"Kansas University put on an excellent race on a great course," said
John Brill. "They made the race
exciting, and at the same time were
very hospitable to us and the other
cyclists."
For some reason, whenever a
member of a team cheers you or
another teammate on a in the middle
or end of races, the competitor, (in
this case, the cyclist) tends to get an
extra burst of energy.
'Throughout the race, we were
constantly cheered on by Rene'," said
Thielman, Brill, and Utter. "I really
gave us a burst of energy when we
had someone hollering our name to
do well."
WSU's Cycling Club meets just
about everyday and tends to race
every or every other weekend.
The races can range from mountain biking on trails, to racing with
road bikes.

Todd Martin/Staff Photographer

Jamacy Reiter heads the ball during the women's soccer game
last Saturday against North Dakota State. WSU lost 4-2.

By KEVIN BECHARD
Sports Editor

Almost" seemed to be the key
word which was in the minds of the
fans and players during Winona State
University's womens soccer game
last Saturday.
Winona State's newest sport
hosted its second game on Maxwell
Field as they competed against North
Dakota State University on what was
a cold and windy day. Despite their
,,

efforts, the Warriors lost their third
game of the season by a score of 4-2.
When comparing how this team
looked when they hosted Moorhead
State University in the first varsity
soccer game at WSU, the Warriors
have shown great improvement in
their play. As a matter of fact,
Winona State's women took the
game into overtime, but was unable
to maintain pressure against their
opponent.
For the first half, the Warriors

At 22:37, Winona State's Jennifer
Hunt played her defensive position
well as she prevented what looked
like a for sure North Dakota State
goal.
About eight minutes later, the
game was tied at 1-1 after NDSU's
Krista Swanson's found an opening
to the net on a penalty kick.
The goal came after Winona
State's goalie Amanda Miskie made
a number of saves both in and out of
the box.
Things did not get easier from
this point on as the Warriors found
themselves behind with only eight
minutes remaining in the half as
NDSU found the Warriors weakness.
"Normally, we don't have a lot of
depth on our bench, and tend to
have only five substitutes," said
NDSU's head coach Gordon
Henderson. "Because of WSU's
speed, I made sure that I substituted
with speed instead of defense."
Sure, speed is something which

every winning soccer team needs
to have, but good ball control and
passing is also critical, as was
proved by the Warriors.
At 40:43, Tracey Lund tied the
game at 2-2 as she tipped her second goal of the game in the upper
corner of the net off an assist by
Nicki Sullivan.
For the first two minutes of the
second half, it was all North Dakota. But yet, the goalies on each
side kept the game tied as both
were making strong saves.
The Warriors nearly put the
game away as they just missed a
tip in attempt off a corner kick, just
clearing the crossbar.
It was obvious in overtime
which team had players available
on the bench and the team which
was struggling.
The Warriors lost three to four
of their players in injuries throughout the game, and had to settle
with only 10 players, instead of 11,
on the field in overtime play.
"We had a tough time because
of the injuries on our bench," said
Omar. "We have five games remaining this season, so hopefully
we'll be full strength again for the
next game."
The Bison controlled overtime
play as they picked up a couple
more goals, in turn preserving their
win.
'This year is also our first," said
Henderson, whose team improved
to 3-6. "We had a couple of losses
where the other team scored in the
final minutes, so I know how the
Warriors feel. Overall, I thought
that they played well and had a
couple of nice goals."
Overtime play looked to be
natural for Henderson's team, as
they were more intent on keeping
the ball in Warrior territory, along
with pounding WSU's Miskie with
shot after shot.
"Before overtime, I told the
team that they have to want to win
the game. I guess that this is where
the players decided to step up the
pressure," said Henderson.
The Warriors next game will be
held on Oct. 22 at the University of
Wisconsin-Stout.

FOOTBALL

Warriors Shocked By Winless Beavers
By SCOTT KRAMP
Assistant Sports Editor

W

inona State University (4-2,
2-1 in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference) is in the running for their
third straight conference title, and
one would not expect Bemidji State
University (1-5, 1-3 in the NSIC) to
stand in their way to defend the
crown .
The Beavers, who had lost 27 of
their previous 28 games, did just that
this past Saturday as they defeated
WSU 25-14 in front of their Homecoming crowd.
'They played errorless ball, and

that goes as a great credit to them,"
said Winona State head coach Tom
Hosier. "They played a very determined game and were pumped up
because of all the Homecoming
hype."
The Beavers' Brad Prigge was a
one man wrecking crew as he
scorched the Warriors for 130 rushing yards and three touchdowns.
The Warriors came out of the gate
gunning as quarterback Jake Goettl
(16-33, 154 yards) connected with
wideout Scott Schmaltz on a 10-yard
touchdown pass to give WSU a 7-0
lead at the end of the first quarter.
Prigge then opened up the second quarter with a 2-yard touch-

down run at the 1:35 mark, tying the
score at 7-7.
WSU briefly regained the lead of
14-7 as Goettl rushed 2-yards for 6
points
That was the last Warrior score of
the afternoon as Bemidji State and
Prigge wouldn't let WSU back into it.
The injury bug continued to plague
the Warriors as runningback Travis
Walch (27 yards rushing) went out
early in the game with a shoulder injury. Senior center Randy La Faive was
also sidelined due to an injury. David
Cooper filled in well for Walch as he
rushed for 95 yards.
"Injuries are continuing to hurt us,"
said Hosier. "We were lucky the past

two years in regards to injuries, but
now we are being tested."
Another conference loss likely
will mean losing a chance for a third
straight NSIC title for the Warriors.
"Our mission all along has been
to win three titles in a row," said
Hosier. "We have to beat the University of Minnesota-Duluth on Saturday. If we lose on Saturday, we're
out. The same goes for UM-Duluth.
It's going to be a battle."

NSIC Standings
Moorhead St.
UM-Duluth
WINONA ST.

W-L
3-0-1
2-0-1
2-1-0

O'-all
3-2-1
4-2-1
4-2-0

V-ball Gives 1st Place Moorhead A Run For Their Mone
By KEVIN BECHARD
1Sports Editor

S

ports is a funny thing because
anything can happen. If a team is in
first place, chances are that when
that team plays a last place team, the
team in the cellar will more than
likely give their opponent a tough
time.
This was the scenario in last
Saturday's match where Winona
State University (0-4, 3-16) hosted
Moorhead State University in Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference
play at McCown Gymnasium.
Despite their strong efforts, the
Warriors lost to the Dragons by
scores of 15-12, 11-15, 16-14, and 1512.
Winona State, who has been suffering this season because of its experience level, has found ways to
step up their game.
In a sense, this game can be seen
as turning things around for WSU,
and in turn allowing the team to end
the season with a couple of upsets.
In the first game, the Warriors
found themselves playing catch-up
to their opponent, as WSU was down
lby a score of 9-5 at one point, and
later 14-12.

But in both instances, Winona
State battled back to within a couple
of points, making the game intense.
Again, the Warriors fell behind
early in the second game, but the
results were different as senior
Laurie Howard gave her team the
lead on a handful of well placed
serves.
Winona State turned a 5-2 deficit
into a 7-51ead, but the Dragons found
a way to battle back and tie the score
at 11-11.
Katie Dyer and Amy Ball combined forces as they gave the Warriors their final four points on serves.
After a strong second game, the
momentum and confidence allowed
the Warriors to hang tough against
their opponent and take the game
down to the wire.
Though WSU had control for a
majority of the game and needed
one point to win, the disappointment came after Moorhead State
served up the final five points to
preserve the victory.
The Dragons' 6-0 lead in the
fourth game did not extinguish
WSU's spark, as the Warriors battled
back to tie the game at 8-8 and make
things interesting.
But again, MSU relied on their

serving for the win of both the game
and the match.
On the night, Amy Ball supported
the Warriors' offense with 50 assists, while Katie Harris paced her
team with 19 kills. Jeanine Klann
ended the night with a doubledouble, as she pounded down 12
kills and had 11 digs. Dyer also
scored in double digits as she placed
11 kills and recorded 10 digs
Althoug hthe Warriors record
places them in last place of the conference, Winona State will have a
chance to get revenge on their opponents in the NSIC.
On November 3-5, the Warriors
will be participating in the NSIC
tournament. If WSU's play continues to improve, there should be a
number of upsets.
"After (Saturday), i think we're
right there," said head coach Amy
Fisher in the October 15 issue of the
Winona Daily News. 'The conference tournament is coming up in a
couple of weeks, and I think we're
going to surprise a few teams there.
Thegirls are becoming more confident int their play, an I think we're
getting better."

Todd Gontotek/Staff Photographer

Winona State Warrior Nicole Heiar slams one down on the Moorhead State side of the court
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ULTIMATE FRISBEE CLUB

CROSS COUNTRY

Men Eager To Rebuild Losses Eliminate
Runners Prepare For
Strong recruting results in first year JV squad
Team From Regionals Big Conference Race
By MAGGIE McCALLUM

SPORTS REPORTER

T

he Winona State University
Men's Volleyball Club has two months
before the regular season begins, but
the Warriors havebeen practicing regularly since September.
The club would normally not begin
so early, but this year is a year of rebuilding. According to club president
and varsity team member Jeremy
Hawkins, the team has a lot of new
fresh faces and there's a lot of work to
be done.
The club had fallen under hard luck
last year after being ranked first in the
conference and not proving to be. Even
more frustrating is the loss of Kirk
Williams, Brian Schramm, and Doug
Johnson, three men who had been powerhouses on the team for several years.
The frustrations fortunately haven't
carried over. " Last year was tough,
we lost our chemistry somewhere."
says returning varsity member Chris
Bronson, " This year even though a lot
of the guys are young and haven't
played on a team, there's a whole new
chemistry which seems to work."
Bronson holds a positive attitude
even though this is the first year he will
be playing without the other members
he started out playing in the club with.
The club has recruited well this year
as they have both a full varsity and
junior varsity squad. Around 28-30
men tried out, and 14 made the varsity
level. The members of the junior varsity squad have the opportunity to
move up as they improve through the

year.
The season is expected to start the
first weekend in January. The team
expects to host several pre-season
matches at Winona State against UWStevens Point, UW-La Crosse, and St.
Mary's.
" We hope to get our guys some
experience, they are all really young
and inexperienced, but they look really good," said Hawkins .
One of the freshman, Mike Thompson, has made the varsity cut and in
return has gotten his head shaved." I
played in high school with a couple of
my other friends who also made the
team," said Thompson." I made a bet
that if I made the varsity squad, I would
shave my head. Well, I made it."
Hawkins knows this year will be
different for the club." Last year was a
let down, we weren't real organized
and that hurt us. This year we hope to
start out ranked in the top 10 and move
on up."
The team, which always has a big
draw of fans, hopes to get more as it
plays at home more often. " Last year
we lost a lot of our home games because people wouldn't play us because
we were ranked number one," said
Hawkins." This hurt us."
The team will be ranked in a preseason showing the first weekend in
December. The club is being currently
being coached by women's varsity volleyball member Amy Ball and former
men's varsity volleyball club member
Mark Lloyd.
The team has a new sponsor this
year, Mutt Lynches.

By MIKE OTTE
Special to the Winonan

A

couple of weekends ago,
Winona State University's Ultimate
Frisbee Club, the Kling-Onz, traveled to compete in Madison, Wisc..
The team competed in the Ultimate Frisbee sectional tournament,
which would give Winona State a
chance to advance to regionals.
"I thought we'd be able to have a
good shot at regionals, but the two
teams we lost to on the first day
knocked us out of regional play,"
said President Dennis Servaty.
The Kling-Onz placed ninth out
of 19 teams and ended the weekend
with a 5-2 record. The losses came to
teams which gained spots in regional
play.
After dropping the first two
games, the Kling-Onz went on to

beat St. Olaf 17-11 behind a zone
defense.
Scoring directly off of St. Olaf
turnovers created by the defense was
a major factor in the Kling-Onz'
win.
The addition of former player Eric
Enge to the line-up gave the team
more experience and depth as Enge
kept the team in the zone defense
throughout the tournament.
The depth of fresh athletes also
added to the success. This in turn
kept the team full of energy for the
long points.
The Halloweenona Disc-or-Treat
tournament will be held on Oct. 28
at the Jaycees Pavilion on the East
lake at about noon. The tournament
will be held to benefit the Emergency Food Shelf, and teams and
spectators are encouraged to bring
canned food items.

WE NEED SOMEONE WITH THE

By ANNA DEROCHER

Winona State has finished in last place
at the conference meet for the past four
years.
Saturday marks an imporSue Bandstra is expected to place
tant day for the seven members of well. Also predicted to perform well
Winona State University's cross coup- is junior Lisa Reiter.
try team.
According to coach Don Wistrcill,
The Warrior runners have been for the Warriors to finish in second or
intensely training for one meet...this
third place would require that the other
Saturday's
Northern
Sun five runners produce their best times
Intercollegiate Conference meet in of the season.
Aberdeen, South Dakota.
Coach Wistrcill has high hopes that
.As far as placement is concerned,
the instense training will pay off,
Sports Reporter
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If you have these attributes, Peace Corps
may have a place for you.
We need someone to join the 7,000 people already working in
95 developihg countries around the world. Someone who can
help others to help themselves. Someone who would like to
spend two years in another country. To live and work in
another culture. To learn a new language, acquire new skills,
and sharpen existing ones.
We need someone special. And we ask a lot. But only because
so much is needed. If this sounds interesting to you, maybe
you're the person we're looking for. A Peace Corps Volunteer.
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Musical Nicknames

t-

Directions: Identify the musical legends for whom these nicknames were created.

O

1. The Fab Four
2. The King of Rock 'n' Roll
3. The Material Girl
4. The Chairman of thf._ Board
5. The Boss
6. The Queen of Soul
7. The Man In Black
8. The Grandfather of Punk
9. The Thin White Duke
10. The Queen of Disco
11. The Divine Miss M
12. Mister Excitement
13. The Killer
14. Satchmo
15. The King of Pop
16. Pearl
17. The Prefab Four
18. The Glimmer Twins
19. The Hardest Working Man In Show Business
20. The Velvet Fog

N
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by Ruby Wyner-lo
A.A.B.P-certified Astrologer
Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) Your
career skyrockets when a bureaucratic error results in your
promotion to captain of a topsecret nuclear submarine.
Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) With
Saturn crossing between the
Dippers, its time fora big change.
Eat more mashed-potato-andpea sandwiches.
Gemini: (May 21-June 21) You
often find yourself getting sidetracked by your socializing. Kill
all your friends with a hatchet.
Cancer: (June 22-July 22) Romance is best when you take off
that jester hat and evil clown
make-up.
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) Brighten
the day of your fellow workers.
Perform an all-nude fan dance
on the office copier.
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) As a
Virgo, you're very compatible
with Sagittarius, Leo, Libra,
Gemini, and Capricorn, yet
you're still too worthless and
pathetic to find a date.
Libra: (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) A coworker will mischievously place
a powerful hallucinogen in your
morning espresso. Look forward

to pronounced dementia and
feelings of weightlessness for the
next 37 hours.
Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) A
time machine will take you to
the time of your grandparents.
Unfortunately, the machine will
land on your grandfather, killing him and thereby causing you
to never be born.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Your negligence toward household chores will culminate in
your roommates forcing you to
lick your moldy shower curtain
clean.
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Dig
a hole to the center of the Earth
to examine the mantle firsthand.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Liven up a weekend party with
pornographic stop-motion animation loops from New Guinea.
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) The
cusp of Neptune says, "Stop
walking around with your pants
around your ankles."
Ms. Wyner Io assures her readers
that she was naked when she wrote
this.
-
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OVER THE HEDGETM by Michael Fry and T Lewis ®

E OKC I RTDUBLLPAY
CXTRAMSTUOEUBWU
TTNIOPPAS IDIKSQ
Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally.
Bluff
Con
Delude
Disappoint

Double-cross
Dupe
Hoax
Hoodwink

Hornswoggle Plot
Spoof
Kid
Trick
Mislead
Outsmart

For Sale
A-1 Storage units for rent.
Call452-2344 for sizes &
prices. Convient location
MACINTOSH Computer for
sale. Complete system
including printer only $499.
Call 1-800-289-5685.

"Well here's a surprise . . . it's another request for
The Hop."

Spring Break
Earn a free trip, money or
both. We are looking for
students or organizations to
sell our Spring Break package
to Mazatlan. (800)366-4786

SPRING BREAK Mazatlan
from $399. Air/7 nights hotel/
free nightly beer parties/
83 Buick Regal. New Battery, discounts. (800)366-4786
rebuilt starter, new transmisEarn a free trip! By selling our
sion. $800 Maria 454-5190
spring break packages to
Clarion 5-band equilizer, like
Mazatlan or Cancun. We pay
new $75 Maria 454-5190
the highest $$$. For info. call
VCR for sale with delux
1-800-446-8355 Mark
remote., New Condition.
Wanted
457-9965.
Clothes for lil' for little
Looking for 1988 Holiday
critters. 477 W. 5th offers
Barbie. Willing to pay top
infant to preteen sizes. Large dollar. Call 457-9965.
selection of Baptismal new
fall & winter merchandise
arriving daily. Clearance
racks now at 40-50%
off. We offer free layaway &
free gift wrapping. 452-7223.

Help wanted. Creativeenterprising students or
FINANCIAL AID FOR
campus organizations to
COLLEGE: Need money for distribute flyers for adventure
college? Personalized comtravel and spring break proputer search. Recorded
grams. FREE TRIPS- Great
message gives details. (612) Commission and Experience854-4059, ext. 112.
BEACH OR ADVENTURE
Men/women earn $480
ECO-TREKS in Belizeweekly assembling circut
Cancun-Jamaica-Hawaii. Call
boards/electronic components Kirk-Student Adventure
at home. Experience unneces- Travel 1-800-328-7513.
sary, will train. Immediate
CRUISE JOBS
openings in your area. Call 1Students Needed!
Earn up to S2,000 , /mo. working for
520-680-4647 EXT c1113
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.

Help Wanted

FAST FUNDRAISERRAISE $500 IN 5 DAYSGREEKS, GROUPS, CLUBS.
MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY- NO
FINANCIAL OBLIGATION
(800)862-1982 EXT. 33

World Travel. Summer and Full-Time
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information call

(206) 634-0468 ext. C56771

SKZ JOBS
• Students Needed! •
to 52,ono+/ino. ‘vorking at a
thi, winter! Ski for Free +
man
benelits! Call Vertical
l'inplo ■ ;em C,rour t ow, :

Vorn

(206)634-0469 ext. V56771

rri(i.000 - S8,01)0 Monttitv
WortkiNg distaibutiNg OUR PROdUCT BROCITURES.
GE1 Paid - WE Supply BROCHURES.
OR P/T. Fort FREE Info Waire:
DIRECTOR
1375 Coney Island Ave., Ste. 427
Brooklyn, IVY 11230

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+
per month. Room and Board!
Transportation! Male or Female. No
experience necessary. For more
information call:
(206) 545-4155 ext A 5 6 7 7 1

• INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT •
Make up to $25-545 per hour teaching basic
conversational English abroad. Japan, Taiwan,
and S. Korea. Many employers provide room &
board + other benefits. No teaching background
or Asian languages required! For more
information call:

(206)

632-1146 ext. J56771

For Rent
1 br. immdiately $339. Near
West off street parking,
laundary. Call Linda 4541909.

Personals
MEET SINGLES by phone/

mail. Guaranteed privacy.
Free information. Friendships, 2619 E. Clairmont
Ave., Eau Claire, WI 54701
Just wanted to let you guys
know how thankful I am for
good friends. My first weekend here was a blast! Canary
Brandon: Way to go running
in that Twin Cities Marathon.
You are a TRUE man!
Love ya baby. The 459 girls.

Ride-Share

Need a ride over Thanksgiv1 br. immediately. Fresh paint ing Break to Chicago? I'm
leaving A.M. Thursday Nov.
$339. 2 br. available Nov. 1
16 and have room for 3
$585. Near WSU, laundary.
people.
Call 453-1446 for
Call Linda 454-1909.
Karen.

